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CCDs are regularly used as imaging and spectroscopic devices on space telescopes at X0ray energies due to their 

high quantum efficiency and linearity across the energy range.  The International X0ray Observatory’s X0ray 

Grating Spectrometer will also look to make use of these devices across the energy band of 0.3 keV to 1 keV.  

At these energies, when photon counting, the charge generated in the silicon is close to the noise of the system.  

In order to be able to detect these low energy X0ray events, the system noise of the detector has to be minimised 

to have a sufficient signal0to0noise0ratio.  By using an EM0CCD instead of a conventional CCD, any charge that 

is collected in the device can be multiplied before it is read out and as long as the EM0CCD is cool enough to 

adequately suppress the dark current, the signal0to0noise ratio of the device can be significantly increased, 

allowing soft X0ray events to be more easily detected. 

This paper will look into the use of EM0CCDs for the detection of low energy X0rays, in particular the effect 

that using these devices will have on the signal to noise ratio as well as any degradation in resolution and 

FWHM that may occur due to the additional shot noise on the signal caused by the charge packet amplification 

process.  

%��&����'  IXO, OP0XGS, CCD, EM0CCD, L3, X0ray, FWHM, Excess noise factor. 
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The International X0ray Observatory (IXO) is a collaboration between ESA, NASA and JAXA and is a large 

scale mission under review in the ESA Cosmic Vision and NASA decadal survey.  The telescope will be made 

up of a ~3 m2 optic and have a focal length of 20 m with the main instrument focal plane sitting at the end of a 

deployable structure that is ~13 m in length.  The telescope is due for launch in ~2022 and will be sent to a L2 

halo orbit. 

The Off0Plane X0ray Grating Spectrometer (OP0XGS) is a proposed instrument on IXO.  It is planned to be a 

spectrometer that will cover the 0.3 keV to 1 keV energy range, have an effective area >1,000 cm2 over this 

range and a resolution >3,000 (λ/Fλ).  It will use a series of modules of off0plane gratings (grating grooves 

parallel to the direction of incoming radiation) to disperse ‘soft’ X0rays away from the main focus of the 

telescope onto a dedicated CCD camera array arranged in a conical pattern.  The gratings will be housed on a 

tower and will extend 5.12 m from the focal plane creating a throw that is long enough to allow the X0rays to 

disperse over a large enough distance from the zero order to achieve the required resolution
[1][2]
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EM0CCDs are traditionally used for op

(SNR) of the charge collected in a devi

instrumentation.  When looking at low e
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interactions with silicon, the system nois
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Thus, by amplifying the charge packet g

the X0ray photon can be identified and u

using of EM0CCDs in the detection of s
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Back0illuminated CCDs are frequently u
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for optical applications, but their ability to increase the signal

a device could have radical implications for use at X0ray ene

 low energy X0ray sources (< 0.4 keV), the Quantum Efficiency

rapidly fall off.  As low energy X0ray events produce few ele

m noise of the device can ‘swamp’ this signal and cause the X

 noise.   

cket generated by this incoming photon above the system noise

d used for scientific analysis.  This paper aims to illustrate t
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ntly used to detect X0rays in the 0.3 keV to 1 keV energy ran
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Figure 2 shows a classic example of a 

instrument on XMM0Newton.  The thre

the CCD array in orders 1
st
 through 3

rd
.  

starts to be incorporated into the noise of

a low energy cut0off of 0.33 keV[3]. 
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An EM0CCD is constructed using a stan

serial readout register and before the out

amplified before the signal is affected b

dominant source of system noise at low s
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 of a ‘banana plot’ captured by the Reflection Grating Spectr
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 a standard CCD structure which has a multiplication register

he output amplifier (Figure 3).  This means that the signal on t
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low signal. 
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EM0CCDs are usually used at optical wa

shot noise), the increase in this shot nois

the shot noise (see section 2.2.2).  For 
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For optical wavelengths, as the multipl

multiplication register it has a small imp

signal before and after multiplication is 
[7]
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At high gains, the effect of this excess n
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environment could produce X0ray peak
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Gain vs. Voltage for an e2v CCD97 operating at 0120°C. 
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ssed in Section 2.3. 
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In order to try and predict the effect of u

model was developed to model its behav

for an EM0CCD cooled to 0100 °C) and

A flat field was used in order to gener

simulated pixel were run through the 

electrons and output electrons as well as 

plot of the excess noise factor at differen

the behaviour of optical photons being d

the points.  This comparison is shown in 
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owing the change in the excess noise factor (F) with varying gain.�
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0������:)� �Photon energy vs. displacement on the focal plane array for 2nd – 5th order reflection.  It shows the minimum 

energy separation between the orders occurring at the same position and so sets an order separation requirement on the 

detector.�

For a conventional CCD, if the readout noise of the device is optimised, this separation is easily achievable and 

has been demonstrated.  For an EM0CCD, an extra component of shot noise is introduced by the charge 

avalanche multiplication process and may cause degradation in the FWHM of the device and so it is possible 

that the requirement will be harder to achieve.  If at low gain the total shot noise found with the device follows 

the same trend as found with optical detection then it should be possible to minimise the FWHM by running the 

EM0CCD at low gain.  The gain will still need to be high enough to bring the X0ray events out of the noise, but 

low enough to work in the low combined shot noise regime. 
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An uncoated, back0illuminated, e2v CCD97 shown in Figure 8 was taken to the BESSY II synchrotron for 

testing at a variety of X0ray energies in the range 0.2 to 1.2 keV.  This facility was able to provide 

monochromatic photons with a controllable flux so that the device could be tested at a variety of energies and 

gains to look into the SNR improvement at different gains for a given energy.  Spectra could be created so that 

the FWHM of the data could be assessed and the modified Fano factor at different low gains could be probed.  

The device was operated at 0120 °C in non0inverted mode and the output was readout at 41 kHz.  Images were 

acquired in full0frame, so that X0ray photons were incident during readout, reducing photon pileup and 

maximising the data collected per image. 

0������;)��Uncoated, back0illuminated e2v CCD97�

The EM0CCD was placed in a vacuum chamber and pumped down to a pressure of ~2E06 mbar and then cooled to 0120 °C.  

X0rays of a specified energy were targeted onto the chip using a pin0hole causing a ‘trail’ of electrons to be on 

left on the chip due to the readout of the device.  100 frames of 1 second integration were taken for each energy 

range to be analysed later.  The data taken was: 
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#�����()��Gains and energies used at the BESSY synchrotron to evaluated EM0CCD behaviour. 

This data allowed the modified excess noise factor to be investigated as well as showing the improvement 

possible in SNR and order separation and so the potential for the use of EM0CCDs on IXO could be evaluated. 
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Analysis of the results showed that, acro

have been theoretically achieved, with d
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Low energy photons incident on the det

was not deep0depleted and so the charge
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to be poor at collecting all of the electro
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When the signals of two pixels are ad

increased level of apparent readout noise
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nd this showed that with a lower threshold the FWHM of the d
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 statistically significant. 
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 when the electron production was only just above the noise.  
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The first thing that was noticed in the dat

a gain of 1 and a gain of 7.  This is a sm

photons (>1,000).  Using a small gain on

shot noise on both the detected signal an

ray photo0peak. 
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Figure 10 clearly shows the effect of u

incident X0ray photons are clearly visible

7 they are immediately amplified and so 
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A higher energy photon will not only penetrate further into the device before it interacts with the silicon, but 

will generate a larger number of electrons in the associated charge packet (1,000 eV photon will generate ~274 

electrons).  As the interaction occurs deeper into the device, the lateral drift in the field0free region of the device 

is smaller than for lower energies, or non0existent if the X0ray charge packet is generated entirely in a region of 

depleted silicon, and so a larger charge packet is shared between fewer pixels.  An example of this is shown in 

Figure 11.   

Partial events occur in the data due to the native oxide and ‘dead’ layer that are present in back0illuminated 

CCDs.  If the incident photons do not have enough energy to pass through this layer then they will not be 

detected by the device.  Figure 12 shows the transmission of X0ray photons through this dead layer and into the 

active silicon for the energy range required for the OP0XGS. 

At 300 eV, 75 % of photons transmit through the un0responsive parts of the device and so 25 % of the incident 

photons are undetected.  As the interaction between the X0ray and the silicon occurs very close to the back0

surface of the device, some of the generated electrons will recombine with the silicon through recombination 

sites at the silicon0silicon dioxide interface.  This will lead to incomplete charge collection and hence lead to 

partial events.  These will manifest as a shift in the peak position of the X0ray event.  By looking at where a low 

energy X0ray peak is compared with a calibration achieved with a high energy event, the new X0ray peak 

position can be found and so the reduction in energy calculated.  This will give the partial event fraction. 

 

0������(,)��Modeled QE vs. against X0ray photon energy across the OPXGS energy band for an uncoated back0illuminated 

CCD.�

5)5)��#���!���	����0����	�����

The modified Fano factor is a measure of how much extra noise the shot noise on the multiplication register 

adds to the system.  It is predicted to tend to 1.115, (1 + Fano factor) at high gain, but be smaller at lower gain 

(<10) following the behaviour of the excess noise factor with optical photons.  It can be found by taking the 

equation to calculate the FWHM of a Gaussian distribution,  

���� � 2√2�	2
 � 2.355
 


 � �
�������� � ��
����� � � 
�����  

and re0arranging to make the modified Fano factor, T, the subject of this equation the values can be calculated, 

where σreadout is the readout noise, σshot is the shot noise and σdark�is the dark current in the device.  The results of 

this calculation are shown in Figure 13.   

 

0������ (4)� �A plot comparing the modified Fano factor calculated from the data collected at BESSY (points) and the 

theoretical model developed from the EM0CCD Monte Carlo model (line)�
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Using the FWHM taken from the noise peak (this is the readout noise of the system) and the FWHM from the 

X0ray photo0peak to calculate the combined shot noise of the system the modified Fano factor of the system was 

calculated.  The charge splitting of the X0ray events caused the data points to not be close enough to the line to 

verify the theory.  However, it does show that the modified Fano factor tends to a value lower than 2 at high 

gain and so shows the effect that the Fano factor has on the total shot noise of an EM0CCD system and the 

possible improvement expected in terms of FWHM. 

The greater distance seen between the theory and measured results at lower gain is expected, because the 

multiplied/amplified signal has a higher SNR, it is then easier to threshold the background noise out of the X0ray 

signal and collect a complete event more easily. Therefore the results achieved are closer to theory. 

The values for the modified Fano factor still need to be verified, but these results clearly show that there is a 

definite dependence on gain with this signal in the low gain domain. 

5)7)���������������������9����!������������

The distance in energy needed to be resolved between adjacent orders for the OP0XGS is a minimum of 200 eV.  

By looking at the data for 400 eV and 600 eV X0rays shown in Figure 14, it is possible to see if this separation 

requirement is achieved. 

 

0������ (5)� �Histogram comparing position of 400 eV and 600 eV X0ray peaks.  These peaks are fitted with Gaussians 

(dotted lines) and also with what the Gaussian would look like if the device performed as well as was theoretically possible 

(solid lines).�

The 400 eV data show clear evidence of splitting and so a broadening of the peak, however, in the fitting of the 

Gaussian it is possible to ignore the extended effects of the split events.  The 600 eV events are very closely 

fitted to the Gaussian (dotted line) which indicates a lower level of splitting.  The dashed line Gaussians show 

that, while the peaks of the X0ray events are separate from each other, there is still a fair amount of cross0over 

that will confuse the data. 

To see if the modified Fano factor would help with the order separation, secondary Gaussians were created and 

superimposed on the plot (solid lines).  These show that the 400 eV X0ray peak has a lot of broadening away 

from theory, as would be expected for a low energy event in a device that wasn’t fully depleted.  The 600 eV 

theoretical Gaussian is much closer to the fitted Gaussian peak and so suggests that there is a lower level of 

splitting.  Some of the split events have been programmed out of the data as the plots were created using pixel 

summation over 5 pixels.  

The solid lines are clearly separated from each other and so achieve the order separation requirement that is 

needed in order to use EM0CCDs on the OP0XGS.  This will only be possible, however, with the use of a deep 

depletion device. 

7)���*�>+ ��* �

Preliminary exploration of the use of EM0CCDs to detect X0rays and their applicability for use as the readout 

devices for the OP0XGS on IXO has been completed.  A model has been presented for the excess noise of an 

EM0CCDs with soft X0rays at low gain and this has been tested with a campaign at BESSY.  The increase in the 

modified Fano factor with increasing gain was a specific target of this test campaign in order to analyse how the 

FWHM of the X0ray peaks could be minimised.  This is important in order for the EM0CCDs to be able to 

achieve the grating camera readout array order separation requirement. 
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Due to the large number of split events and partial events, pixel summation had to be used in order to collect as 

much of each X0ray event as possible.  As pixels are added together the noise from each pixel is also added in 

quadrature.  This leads to a degradation of the FWHM due to an increase in noise and so this has to be taken into 

account when looking at what is theoretically possible.  When using a higher gain than 1 on the signal, the 

equivalent readout noise is suppressed and so the addition of extra readout noise, due to running at readout rates 

up to 5 MHz, may have minimal effect. 

The pixel summation code had the desired effect at high energies where only a modest amount of pixel 

combination was necessary, however, at the lower energies the split events occurred over a much larger number 

of pixels due to absorption on the back surface and so larger summation schemes were necessary.  Event pile0up 

meant that it was not possible to sum over as large an area as would have been necessary to collect the entire 

split event.  Adjacent events would start to be included into the summation of the targeted event, leading to 

event confusion and a broadening to the X0ray peak towards higher energies. 

Based on the theoretically model, using a deep depletion EM0CCD that is back0illuminated and has no AR 

coating would allow X0ray peaks with more signal in single peaks to be produced that have the necessary 200 

eV separation and so meet the OP0XGS order separation requirement.  This could be further enhanced through 

on0chip binning.  EM0CCDs clearly make it possible to detect smaller signals with high detection efficiency, 

even with small gains and so should be considered for further the use on the OP0XGS on IXO. 
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